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By Ted Kaye

The 11 September 2001 terrorist
attacks—now 15 years ago—
spurred flag use in the United
States to an extent unseen since
the nation’s bicentennial in 1976.
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[The flag is] the emblem of our
unity, our power, our thought and
purpose as a nation. It has no other
character than that which we give
it from generation to generation.

—President Woodrow Wilson, 1917

Annin, the country’s oldest and
largest flag company, quintupled its
production in a matter of days.
Its peers throughout the industry,
such as Valley Forge and Eder,
followed suit.

On a typical 12 September,
Walmart would have sold 6,400
flags nationwide—but on that day
in 2001 it sold 116,000. The next
day, 250,000. The next day it sold
135,000—then ran out of flags.

However, in a strange, unexpected
consequence, the demand for U.S.
flags after 9/11 opened up the
market to foreign-made flags.
American manufacturers couldn’t
keep up with the demand, so in
2001 imported flags grew from under $1 million to over $50 million
(over half from China). Today, as
flag manufacturers and politicians
struggle to return the country’s
flag to “Made in America” status,
imports are now around $5 million.

Flag stores across the nation saw
the same pattern. Here in Portland, Mike Hale and his employees
at Elmer’s Flag & Banner anticipated the public reaction to the
attacks and ordered a vast amount
of inventory. They then provided
a deeply meaningful experience for
the thousands who came to the
store—a service few retailers have
the honor to deliver. See Mike’s
moving recollection on page 6.

Flag-flying and flag-buying follows
cycles, leaving pundits to discuss
the ebb and flow of patriotism and
the meaning of displaying our
country’s flag. We leave the discussion of the reasons for those
cycles to others. However, every
time patriotic flag-use surges, there
appears to be a parallel growth in
the interest in flags in general, a
correlation that only helps advance
vexillology.

It seemed that in the hours and
days after the attacks, Americans
had four fundamental responses:
they called family members, they
went to church, they gave money
and blood, and they bought a flag.

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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July 2016 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our July meeting, hosted by
Ted Kaye, 16 PFA members and
guests enjoyed a lively 3+hour
evening of flags.
In the customary role of the host,
Ted moderated the discussion,
beginning with introductions and
welcoming three new members.
Kathleen Forrest distributed Oregon newspapers from the 1930s &
40s collected by her grandparents.
David Koski shared an engaging
exploration of food and flags—
with the designs he’d created for
two ice cream flavors (see p. 5).

David Koski illustrates food and
flags—the Margherita pizza.

Where else could Max Liberman wear
his flag shirt???
August 2016

Newcomer Joyce Gifford described the development of the
original Cascadia flag at her diningroom table, and its very dark green
(not black) Douglas fir tree image.
Scott Mainwaring discussed the
topic of his prospective NAVA 50
paper—the concept “forward”/
directionality on flags.
Henry Mainwaring read
Cracked.com’s list of 10 worstdesigned flags, to much dispute
among the assembled members.
Max Liberman and a friend have
designed a new flag for PSU
(where he is tutoring Arabic this
summer), based on its logo rather
than its seal (see p. 12).
Nathaniel Mainwaring demonstrated the concept that “a child should
be able to draw a flag from
memory” by producing Namibia’s
and Israel’s on a paper napkin.
Ted Kaye shared that day’s WSJ
news of Null Island and its flag
and showed his latest acquisi-

Nathaniel Mainwaring draws the flag
of Namibia on a napkin.

Ted Kaye shows his newly-acquired
Mystic Seaport (Connecticut) burgee.

tions—the flag of the “State of
Christensen (see p. 8) and the
burgee of Mystic Seaport (Conn.).
John Niggley has been flying the
flag of Wales in honor of the
Welsh team’s participation in the
Euro soccer championship—his
college teammate is an assistant
coach...(for another flag, see p. 4).
Fred Paltridge then related how his
Welsh father had declined to teach
Fred his native Welsh language
“because he knew too many swear
words”.

John Niggley has been flying the Red
Dragon flag in support of Wales.
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At 10:25 PM the group was still talking flags...
David Ferriday points out the Portland
flag hypocycloids on the Thorns flag.

David Ferriday brought the game
“Take-Off” which uses a world
map with flags, showed a Portland
Thorns flag (symbolizing our
women’s soccer team), and led the
group in answering the current
quiz (see p. 11).
Newcomer William Gifford has
been in the flag business for 30
years...now in Oregon City, he
shared mini-flag-patches of the 50
states—a very popular new item
for his and Joyce’s customers.
Jessie Spiller led a tumultuous discussion of the flag-design consequences of a Brexit-inspired dissolution of the United Kingdom.

At this meeting we bade farewell to
departing Carl Larson.

Newcomer Erick Watkins, our first
Vancouver member, described his
proposed new flag for his city,
which coincidentally is beginning a
process to change the current flag.
Carl Larson bade the group goodbye; after a 10-year “visit” to Portland he’s returning to the East,
where he had grown up.
Michael Orelove, continuing his
downsizing after his move, shared
the HRC (Human Rights Campaign) flag with its yellow equals
sign on blue.

William Gifford spreads out the newlyavailable U.S. state flag mini-patches.
His company’s websites are smallflags.com
and smallpatches.com.

Our next meeting will be at the
home of David Anchel on 8 Sept.

Michael Orelove describes the
Human Rights Campaign flag.

Erick Watkins shows the current flag
of Vancouver, Washington.
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Roundup
of the remains of the wreck of the
Peter Iredale. (The English sailing
ship ran aground during a storm in
1906.)

Michael Orelove and Kathleen
Forrest went to Astoria recently to
build castles in the sand.
They went to Fort Stevens State
Park and built a sand castle in front

Michael placed an Oregon state
flag on the top of his sand castle,
because, as he put it, “a castle without a flag is just a pile of sand”.

John Niggley recently flew the
Rainbow Flag at his home in
Beaverton, Oregon, and was rewarded
by a real rainbow appearing in the sky
behind it.
He managed to snag this image.
Perhaps nature recognized him as a
one-time flag-store employee.
August 2016

Make your plans now to attend the
50th annual meeting of the North
American Vexillological Association., October 14–16 in San Jose,
California.
The regular registration deadline is
the 31st of August. PFA members
are among the presenters and organizers.

Photo: Debbie Kaye

Michael Orelove and his flagged
sand castle on the Oregon coast.

NAVA 50

A U.S.-flag-themed baseball bat
display at retailer Fred Meyer.

See www.nava.org for more info.

A flag within a flag—a remarkable graphic recapitulation of Puerto Rico’s status
as a commonwealth within the United States.
Patrick Genna found this image in the New York Times on 7/14/16, illustrating an
article by Rafael Matos entitled “Puerto Rico’s Rude Awakening” which described
the recent court decisions regarding the island government’s attempts to change
bankruptcy law to deal with its debt crisis.
The design was created by Peter and Maria Hoey.
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Ice Cream Flags
By David Koski

When I was young I would often
see half-gallon cartons of ice cream
packed with vanilla, chocolate, and
strawberry flavors. It was called
“Neapolitan”, a good item for a
big family like ours, because we
needed our choices.
That came to mind recently when
reading an article about the history
of pizza, recounting the legendary
origin of the Margherita pizza
around 1889. A baker made three
different pizzas for a visit by King
Umberto I and Queen Margherita
of Savoy. The queen favored a
one evoking the Italian flag’s
colors—green (basil leaves), white
(mozzarella), and red (tomatoes).
The story reminded me that the
carton of Neapolitan ice cream
revealed a tricolor pattern when
opened. I wondered, does Neapolitan ice cream have any connection
to the city of Naples? What does
the flag of Naples look like?
Hmm, that can’t
be right—
mustard and
catsup?
Well, there is still a presumed connection to Naples, or at least to
late-19th-century Neapolitan immigrants to the U.S., so I see no reason why there can’t be a Neapolitan Ice Cream Flag, something to
which ice cream eaters can pledge
summertime allegiance. Done!
The colors are Chocolate, Vanilla,
and Strawberry—unfortunately not
standard flag fabric colors.

Margherita pizza.

I soon recalled the other multicolored Italian ice cream (which I
always sample when I eat at The
Spaghetti Factory): spumoni
(singular: spumone), which typically
combines three flavors with a
fruit/nut layer in between.
Where did it come from? The story is that it was created in a Sicilian
pasticceria run by the Lo Monaco
family. What
does the flag of
Sicily look like?
More mustard
and catsup?

Neapolitan ice cream.

Neapolitan Ice Cream Flag.

Spumoni ice cream.

Spumoni Ice Cream Flag.

No, there needs to be a Spumoni
Ice Cream Flag. Done! The colors are Cherry, Chocolate, and Pistachio. Again, not standard flag
fabric colors, but very tasty! I tried
a version with bits of cherry and
pistachio on their respective fields,
but that was too much.
So here they are: two ice cream
flags for your summertime enjoyment. I’m stopping here, but there
are almost unlimited opportunities
for other ice cream flags, as well as
pizza flags, cookie flags, and so on.
The day may come when all of us
will be able to express pride in our
favorite foods by flying their flags.
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Memories from a Flag Store on the Morning of 9/11
By Michael Hale
Owner Emeritus, Elmer’s Flag & Banner

The line began forming even
before our store opened on the
morning of 11 September 2001.
We were still stunned by what
we’d seen on TV—the twin towers
collapsing, the thousands of people
who died. But we had to proceed.
We had begun sending massive
orders for U.S. flags to our multiple flag manufacturers/suppliers
early that fateful morning. Our
experience during Operation
Desert Storm told us we had better
order big and hope we would get a
ration of the total available.
We ordered a year’s supply of
flags that morning. It would not
be nearly enough...
When we opened our doors,
75 people or more poured inside—
we could not move through the
store. All ten phone lines were
ringing. Every available sales clerk,
two outside salesmen, the shipping
clerk, the two bookkeepers, and
the three sewers all came to help.
Soon the line went down the
block.
There was a quiet solemnity, and
every customer was patient and
polite. There were some who said
it was the first U.S. flag they had
ever owned. Others spoke of
loved ones or friends whom they
could communicate with who were
in the towers. My own daughter
was visiting in New York and
planned to visit the World Trade
August 2016

The Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York City,
under terrorist attack the morning of 11 September (9/11) 2001.

Center that day. I saw tears as
people held their flag.
Now the line wrapped around the
block. My wife tried to call the
store; not getting through she left
work and came to help. She stood
at the door and metered the flow
of people, letting in only 20 or so
at a time. Who would have imagined a flag store with a bouncer,
and a pretty one at that? We set
up an express line leading directly
from the front door to the counter
and the three cash registers. But
some people didn’t want that.
Some said they had waited two
hours—they wanted the full experience of shopping in a flag store.
I walked the line outside several
times and talked to people as the
day wore on. They were making
friends, some exchanging phone

numbers, others leaving and buying lunch and water for those near
them in line. Others, who had to
leave the line to pick up kids from
preschool or other errands, left
money—even credit cards—so
that total strangers might buy them
a flag.
We limited people to one 3x5-foot
flag per family, rationing the flags
in the hope they would last the
week. As one of the largest flag
stores in America, we had a large
supply. But it was dwindling
quickly.
On Day Two we again had a line
down the block. As expected, our
U.S. flag manufacturers responded
that they would only ship us a
fraction of our orders. We found
a local fabric outlet with a stock of
roll goods of printed U.S. flags
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needing to be cut, sewn, and
grommeted. We set our sewers
to work. But they could only
make 200 a day. We needed
double that number.
Then someone checked our
on-line orders, forgotten in the
previous day’s mêlée. Thousands
of orders were still pouring in
from all over the country.
Across the U.S., most flag stores
had closed after that first day. Still
other stores’ Internet sites crashed.
We sent the roll goods to the sewing staff at Jansen Knitting Mills,
who were seeing all their swimsuit
orders cancelled. They could sew
thousands a day! We bought
broom handles for poles and air
freighted in heavy metal wall
brackets.
The line continued each day and
would for over a week. This was
patriotism, but not the kind where
you wave a flag on a pole at a soccer game. It was a kind of quiet
determination, a kind of solidarity,
a badge of courage—that we were
Americans, united, and we wanted
to show our pride.
We stopped everything in the store
to observe the moment of silence
decreed by the president. You
could have heard a pin drop if it
were not for the weeping. Tears
fell again. Our emotions were raw.
So it would continue for weeks on
end. We sold every U.S. flag, every sticker, flag pin, flag patch, car
flag, and flagpole in the store. We
sold two and a half years’ supply of
U.S. flags in two months.

Elmer’s Flag & Banner, Portland’s iconic flag store—founded by Mike Hale’s
stepfather Elmer Reider in 1963, and now owned by Dave Anchel.

More flags arrived in time to fill
the thousands of on-line orders.
Everything had been shipped in
overnight air. We paid tens of
thousands of dollars in overtime
pay and temporary help. Our
phone bill was staggering.

charts, the star attraction.

Customers wore out the carpet,
and some staffers developed foot
problems from so much time on
their feet. But not one staff member called in sick for two months.
At year’s end we gave them bonuses and matched their 401K contributions to the maximum.

Also, the next spring we saw an
interesting by-product of the millions of people mounting flag
brackets on their homes: many
would buy and place decorative
house flags on these poles.

We had sold everything at normal,
everyday prices. No one in Portland could have missed the news
broadcasts of the lines, the groovy
close-ups of the flags being made
by our sewers, the interviews with
customers. For a brief while, the
U.S. flag was at the top of the

One of the results of the millions
of U.S. flags sold by all the flag
stores across the nation was an increased awareness of the meaning
and power of the flag.

That week a new star was born.
Mike Hale retired from Elmer’s in
2011 and remains an active member
of the Portland Flag Association.
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The Flags of Boys State in Salem
By Ted Kaye

By Brian McKinley

Every summer hundreds of highschool-age boys from all over
Oregon convene in Salem, our
state capital, for Boys State. The
American Legion (a veterans association) sponsors the week-long
academy in which simulates reallife governance to teach leadership,
civics, and service. (The American
Legion Auxiliary sponsors a parallel program for girls: Girls State.)

Oregon Boys State never really
had a logo, so when I started in
2007 I wanted to brand the camp
with some imagery. Over time I
came up with the basic concept we
use today—the state flag with a
seal “swoosh”.

The current flag of the simulated
“State of Christensen”, a leadership
academy for high-schoolers conducted
by Boys State (Oregon) every summer.
(adopted 2015).
The colors echo those of Oregon’s
largest public universities.

The participants run the pseudo51st-state of Christensen, whose
colors of green and orange echo
those of the University of Oregon
(green and yellow) and Oregon
State University (orange and black).

Orange is for the Beaver party
(OSU), Green for the Ducks
(UofO). The three horizontal bars
represent the three branches of
government, with a gray background representing the possibilities inherent in the simulation.

Brian McKinley, the simulation
director, appreciates good flag
design. He has simplified the state
flag from its SOB pattern to its
core elements. He has also invited
me to speak about flag design.

The revised state flag (see upper
left) removes the seal but retains
the same image meanings. I added
the left-to-right “swoosh” as an
echo of previous logos).

As part of their simulation, the kids
develop flags for cities. Perhaps a
before-and-after comparison best
demonstrates the impact of explaining the basic flag design principles to the boys.

City flags of the State of Christensen,
designed BEFORE training in 2015.
August 2016

I designed the original Christensen
state flag before I read Good Flag,
Bad Flag, so it has a state seal in the
middle (see next page). We still
use this flag as an “executive” flag
but it is only shown hanging or
draped over a table—we never fly
it or put it on a pole.

City flags of the State of Christensen,
designed AFTER training in 2016.

This year the boys created a state
flag to represent their camp year.
It has a white background with two
multi-colored rings and a star in
the center. Depicted in the party
colors of orange and green, the
outer ring represents the legislature
(as the largest branch of government); the inner is for the executive; the star symbolizes the judiciary—without color, to show its
non-partisan nature (see next
page).
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The Boys State logo, 2007.

The Boys State logo, 2008–10.

The Boys State logo, 2011–14.

State of Christensen flag, 2010–14.

The Boys State logo, 2015–.

The 2016 camp year flag: in party
colors, rings representing the legislature and executive; in neutral (white)
a star symbolizing the judiciary.

This year two of our cities partitioned themselves from the state
and formed a new government.
They will enter Boys State next
year as a “territory” and have to
form their “state” and get admitted
into the Union…somehow, we
are still working on that! We have
also decided to adopt the 13-star
Hopkinson flag as our simulated
national flag, as we could end up
with 54 states before long.
The resulting Territory of New
Blount has a blue and gold flag.
The blue represents the Boys State
program. The lower gold bar
represents the staff who volunteer
their time for the program; the upper gold bar represents the State of
Christensen. The logo represents
New Blount “rising” from the ashes of the state of Christensen, the
gold bar below it. Thus the motto
on the seal, which translates “We
will rise from the ashes”.
The cities broke away from the
state because they felt that it had
become a bloated, tax-heavy
bureaucracy and as much as they
tried, they couldn’t fix it from the
inside. So by Thursday they had

The breakaway Territory of New
Blount has a blue and gold flag. The
logo represents it rising from the ashes
of the State of Christensen.

resolved to go it on their own.
I think they came up with a cool
flag.
Next year, the territory will
spend the week in a constitutional
convention to form a new state.
If things work out we will “admit”
it to the Union at the end of the
week and raise the flag of the state
of New Blount at the signing
ceremony.
I know it’s just a simulation, but
how fun will that be?

Brian McKinley, the simulation director
of Oregon Boys State, presents
Ted Kaye with the flag of
the State of Christensen.
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Biogeographical Vexillology of Puerto Rico
By Carlos Alberto Morales Ramírez

Biogeography is the branch of
geography that studies the distribution of organisms through space
and time.
A topic biogeography touches on
is the concept of endemism, when
an organism is unique to its own
place or region. Endemic species
tend to happen in specific areas
and not in random distributions.
Now, why might biogeography be
important in vexillology? We have
all seen a flag or two with one or
more organisms (animal and/or
plant) on it (i.e. the elephant on the
flag of Chiang Rai, Thailand, the
maple leaf on the Canadian flag,
the American Bison on the state
flag of Wyoming, among many
others). Each place attributes different meanings to the usage of
plants and/or animals on their flag.
Through the study of flags we can
study other disciplines as well.
Flags are a great tool of pedagogy.
This is exemplified when it comes
to understanding the geography of
a place. Biogeography can certainly be taught through the usage of
flags. Puerto Rico has a city flag
that demonstrates this.
The flag of Río Grande, one of
Puerto Rico’s 78 municipalities,
provides an excellent example of
this cross-disciplinary approach.
While it is not the only Puerto
Rican flag bearing an animal or
plant, it is the only one that follows
a biogeographical approach.
August 2016

The flag of the municipality of Río Grande, Puerto Rico, bearing an image of the
endangered endemic Puerto Rican parrot, Amazona vittata.

(Other Puerto Rican municipal
flags with animals or plants are:
Morovis [eagle], Juncos [reeds],
Aguada [white dove], and Santa
Isabel [sugar cane stems]). The
green band on the Río Grande flag
represents the range of mountains
in the area and the blue band
represents the Espíritu Santo [Holy
Ghost] river from which the
municipality took its name. The
Puerto Rican parrot appears in the
white rectangle.
The Puerto Rican parrot, Amazona
vittata, is endemic to Puerto Rico
and one of the island’s critically
endangered species. Its main habitat is in El Yunque National Forest,
a tropical rain forest in the north-

Río Grande, Puerto Rico

east part of the island (Río Grande
is one of the municipalities incorporating El Yunque).
Also known as the iguaca, the
parrot is the only bird endemic to
the archipelago of Puerto Rico
belonging to the neotropical genus
Amazona. Its closest relatives are
on Cuba and Hispaniola. Measuring 28–30 cm (11.0–11.8 in.), the
bird is predominantly green with a
red forehead and white rings
around its eyes. Fewer than 100
survive in the wild.
The parrot on the flag of Río
Grande serves as a great tool
to teach biogeography. It helps
understand the distribution of this
national symbol on the island.
If you visit Río Grande, Puerto
Rico, just by seeing its flag you
know you are in the home of
Amazona vittata !
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By Scott Mainwaring

By David Ferriday

Limited edition watchbands for
the Apple Watch have been
announced for the 2016 Rio de
Janeiro Olympics to represent
14 of the countries competing.

These seven designs were presented in outline form—asking what
three common colors could be
used to make them actual flags,
and what those flags were.

Apple will only be selling the
bands this month at the Apple
Store in Village Mall store in
Barra da Tijuca, for $49 each.

Congrats to Max Liberman and
Tony Burton who came closest to
the full solution. (Note: in some
cases there were multiple answers.)

Tatarstan

Many but not all are based on
national flags. Can you identify the
country for each design?

Madagascar

Bulgaria

Tripoli (19th century)
Italy

Lublin, Poland (1989–2004)

Euskadi (Basque Country)
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Portland Flag Miscellany

HGZD at 10
We congratulate our sister
organization in Croatia, Hrvatsko

Grboslovno i Zastavoslovno
Društvo (the Croatian Heraldic
and Vexillological Association) on

celebrating its 10th anniversary.
It publishes the great full-color
journal Grb i zastava in Croatian
and English twice a year under the
enthusiastic and learned leadership
of Maj. Željko Heimer, PhD.

The current Portland State University
flag, as reported by FOTW,
incorporates the university’s seal
and its principal official color
(“PSU Green”, Pantone 7496).

See http://hgzd.hr/en/ for details.

Backsliding at the Fire Bureau?
Max Liberman’s preliminary design
for a new flag replaces the seal with
the university’s widely-used and wellrecognized “PSU” monogram/logo.
Max is tutoring at PSU this summer.

In VT #45 we celebrated the Portland
Fire Bureau raising the city’s flag on
every fire station. We’ve brought this
omission at Engine Company #13
(near Lloyd Center) to the attention of
the new fire chief.

September Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 PM,
Thursday, 8 Sept. 2016, at the
home of David Anchel, 3024
S.W. Flower Terrace, Portland,
OR 97239.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engaging in provocative flag-related discussion.
Newcomers are welcome!
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
August 2016

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

